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Short Description

Product Details:
XTrac Zoom�
This optical mouse pad is similar to the XTrac Pro HS� with regards to the hard plastic surface. The new (patent pending) 4x hexagonal pattern
works extremely well with most programs that require definitive mouse pointer location. Within each hex are a series of random dots. The
exterior of each hex has a dithered pattern; both are designed to minimize any mouse cursor fade or jitter.

Among many wonderful features the XTrac Zoom� has to offer is how incredibly thin it is.

The XTrac Zoom� is thinner than most credit cards!

On the backside of the XTrac Zoom� is a specially formulated rubber backing called the Sure Grip II. If you haven't yet tried any of the XTrac
products, then you should treat yourself to the speed and power of the XTrac Zoom�.

Specifications:

· Size � 8.5� X 11�
· Thickness - Credit card thin.
· Surface � Hard plastic, slightly textured to provide light feedback
· Pattern � Hexagonal with random dot configuration to ensure precise control
· Backing � Sure Grip II ultra thin rubber compound
· Durability � Extremely durable if properly taken care of.

AWARDS

Extension Tech
" This pad will be staying on my desk." - David Kroll

FURIOUSTECH
"I really love the thinness of this surface and its accuracy." - Roger

OverClockersClub CANADA
"It's official, I'm converted from a non-mousepad-user... to a ZooMer." - Kent

Add a 8" strip of Mouse Eels to optimize the use of this pad! Eight Inches should be enough to do two mice bottoms.

** This mousepad may have some issues with the newer Logitech mice so take that into consideration before purchasing it. **

The XTrac Zoom� can be placed partially underneath most keyboards minimizing rocking from side to side and skewing the feeling of your
keyboard. We call this ability morphing.
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Description
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exterior of each hex has a dithered pattern; both are designed to minimize any mouse cursor fade or jitter.

Among many wonderful features the XTrac Zoom� has to offer is how incredibly thin it is.

The XTrac Zoom� is thinner than most credit cards!

On the backside of the XTrac Zoom� is a specially formulated rubber backing called the Sure Grip II. If you haven't yet tried any of the XTrac
products, then you should treat yourself to the speed and power of the XTrac Zoom�.

Specifications:

· Size � 8.5� X 11�
· Thickness - Credit card thin.
· Surface � Hard plastic, slightly textured to provide light feedback
· Pattern � Hexagonal with random dot configuration to ensure precise control
· Backing � Sure Grip II ultra thin rubber compound
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OverClockersClub CANADA
"It's official, I'm converted from a non-mousepad-user... to a ZooMer." - Kent

Add a 8" strip of Mouse Eels to optimize the use of this pad! Eight Inches should be enough to do two mice bottoms.

** This mousepad may have some issues with the newer Logitech mice so take that into consideration before purchasing it. **

The XTrac Zoom� can be placed partially underneath most keyboards minimizing rocking from side to side and skewing the feeling of your
keyboard. We call this ability morphing.
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Additional Information

Brand Xtrac

SKU XTRAC-ZOOM-D

Weight 1.0000

Color Black

Mouse Accessory Type Mouse Pad

Vendor SKU/EAN 855360001125

Special Price $5.48


